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Process Methodology User Interface & Logic (Model-View-Controller)
Provides a separaon of concerns between the three major parts of the system: the user-
interface, the business logic, and the data itself. The user-interface acts as the view and 
accepts user input. These inputs are then handled by servlets which act as the controller 
and communicate with the applicaon layer, which acts as the system’s model.

Newsleer Creaon (Pipe & Filter)
PProvides a method for separang the task of generang the tables within a newsleer into 
separate steps. This allows each step of table generaon to be developed separately and 
then integrated at the end as a sequence of steps resulng in the generaon of a table. 
Following this paern also improves maintainability and testability, as maintenance and 
tesng can be performed on each step individually. This ensures each step works properly 
before it is integrated with the other steps. 

Noficaons & Event Logging (Event-driven)
PProvides noficaons to one or more relevant users should an event occur within the 
system. Editors also have the power to send custom noficaons through the user-interface. 
Noficaons will be triggered either in response to some acon or in response to the real 
world’s me and date. All major events are logged within the system.

Iterave Process
The use of iterave development provided a plaorm for our team to connually revise and 
rework the system’s major features to meet our sponsor’s evolving requirements and apply 
feedback gathered through incremental delivery.

Incremental Phased Delivery
Seperaon of the requirements into incremental phases allowed our team to priorize 
rrequirements, work on different phases concurrently, and gauge our progress. It also allowed 
our sponsor to view works-in-progress and provide us with valuable feedback.

Phase 1
Focused on user management, file submission, data collecon, and manual noficaons.

Phase 2
Focused on administrave funconality, user roles, and event-based noficaons.

Phase 3
FFocused on newsleer generaon, logging, and me-based noficaons.

ACM SIGSOFT publishes a bi-monthly hybrid Newsleer called Soware Engineering Notes (SEN).
 
The Newsleer is manually assembled by the editor, who receives various contribuons from
established column editors and other members of the soware engineering industry who submit 
documents in various forms and formats as part of a document workflow.

Manual assembly of the Newsleer is a daunng task.

The The system has two main components:
 Submission
 Composion

The applicaon acts as a content management system and allows users of the system to submit 
documents in any format. These documents will be accompanied by metadata, which is necessary 
to automate the construcon of the newsleer. The system performs automac composion of the 
various tables required for the newsleer. Once composed, these tables will be combined into digital
fformat for construcon of the remaining parts of the newsleer.
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